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Joey was seven and read all sorts of books.

He loved stories of Heros, Villains, and Crooks.

But just one he read, left him thrilled to his toes.

It was the story of aliens and unexplained U.F.O’s.

He smiled, then asked, to go to his house,

Where he crawled into bed, quiet as a mouse.

He thought of his trip, without any frustration,

Because he now got to live, in the “Joey” Constellation.
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Then, late one night, as he lay down in his bed,

Joey thought of things, in the book he had read.

And he wished that one day, he might get to go,

Off to visit the planets, in his own U.F.O.

So out into space, they went, oh so far!

Hurtling outward, to a far distant star,.

Where Joey could see, our sun shine so brightly,

Linked with others, to be seen almost nightly.
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But Joey got sad, being the one human there,

And he’d had better hotdogs, at the neightborhood fair.

So he turned to his hosts, the tall one and Glip,

And he asked if they’d take him on just one more trip.

All of a sudden, there was a bright light,

That filled up the room, bringing day from the night. 

Joey opened his window, looked up in the sky,

Saw the huge spaceship, waved and said, “Hi!”
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They buzzed planet Saturn, Pluto and Neptune,

And they saw asteroids that might visit earth soon.

Then they went to a Hang-out, with lots of cool space ships,

Ones for zooming real fast, creating space-time rifts.

Joey jumped at the chance to go off into space,

Go and see all the sights as by the planets they’d race.

They beamed him up to the ship, without any fuss,

And Joey noticed the inside resembled a bus.
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There were many others with him there on the ship,

A tall one named Xuorwquerk, and a short one named Glip.

There were others who seemed, as impressed with Joey,

As he did with them, though he was not as showy. 

But the party kept going and he grabbed a seat

Not wanting to miss out, on this amazing treat.

So they Zigged and they Zagged, though our own solar system,

Zooming right next to comets, which barely just missed them!
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